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NEW QUESTION: 1
A large company recently experienced an unexpected increase in
Amazon RDS and Amazon DynamoDB costs. The company needs to
increase visibility into delays of AWS Billing and Cost
Management. There are various accounts associated with AWS
Organizations, including many development and production
accounts.
There is no consistent tagging strategy across the
organization, but there are guidelines in place that require

all infrastructure to be deployed using AWS CloudFormation with
consistent tagging Management requires cost center numbers and
project ID numbers for all existing and future DynamoOB tables
and RDS instances.
Which strategy should the solutions architect provide to meet
these requirements?
A. Create cost allocation tags to define the cost center and
project ID and allow 24 hours for tags to propagate to existing
resources. Update existing federated roles to restrict
privileges to provision resources that do not include the cost
center and project ID on the resource
B. Use an AWS Config rule to alert the finance team of untagged
resources. Create a centralized AWS Lambda based solution to
tag untagged RDS databases and DynamoOB resources every hour
using a cross-account role
C. Use Tag Editor to tag existing resources. Create cost
allocation lags to define the cost center and project ID Use
SCPs to restrict resource creation that do not have the cost
center and project ID on the resource.
D. Use Tag Editor to tag existing resources. Create cost
allocation tags to define the cost center and project ID and
allow 24 hours for lags to propagate to existing resources.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs
_manage_policies_scps_examples.html#exampl

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company's Isilon cluster has reached the capacity limit. The
cluster consists of eight H500 nodes in a single node pool.
Which action can be taken to resolve the capacity issue while
new nodes are being delivered?
A. Enable Spillover
B. Release VHS drives
C. Enable GNA
D. Activate SmartPools
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option A
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option B
Answer: D
Explanation:
References:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/sql_tune.

htm#i36217
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